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Discussions. Light bulbs when collecting with light trap often hung on a tree or on constructed 

on top of a tripod using for the photography, can easily fall off or tripped to fall down to a 

ground or an object can lead it to bulb breakage. For the safety and covering fragility of the light 

bulb, PVC pipes are used in order to conveniently assemble on site with consideration of 

portability. This can be used as a general reference, and any modification may be required per 

person. Author does not take any responsibility regarding to the safety issues. 

 

Materials. 
item        quantity 

10’ PVC Pipe (2.5” thick)     1 

Tee (connector/joint) (2.5” thick)    3 

Coupling with stop (connector/joint) (2.5” thick)  1 

Adapter (2.5” → 2.75”)     1 

Cap (2.5” thick)      4 

Ballast lamp cord      1 

*As all the PVC pipes used are 2.5” thick, thickness won’t be mentioned from now on. 

 

Tools required. 

-Saw (coping saw or any types work fine)  

-Drill 

-Adhesive 

-Heat resistant silicone 

-electrical tapes and/or wire connector caps 

 

Parts required. 

item        quantity 

1’ PVC pipes       6 

2’ PVC pipes       2 

 

Assembly. Refer to Figure 1 for materials and parts required. Firstly, cut 10’ long PVC pipes 

into six of 1’ and two of 2’ pipes as mentioned on a table above in Parts required. Base: Connect 

three of 1’ pipes using Tee, and make two sets. Connect median pipe of two sets to another Tee 

on sides. Close three holes on base using the Caps. Drill a small hole on one Cap, which lets an 

electrical cord passes out of the pipe later. Pillar: Connect two of 2’ pipes using Coupling, and 

connect one side to the Tee of base. Then on the top of the pillar, connect Adapter. Firstly place 

the mogul base socket for HID bulbs, and then pour in adhesive to hold a socket onto the 

Adapter. Fill in with heat resistant silicone into the space. Pass the ballast lamp cord through the 

cap with a hole then connect it to the socket cord using electrical tapes and/or wire connector cap. 

See figures on the next page: Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

  



 

 

 
 

 

 

 


